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RELAP5IMOD3 의 임계유동모델의불확실성을실험데이터와직접비교

하여정량화하였다. 실제적인 임계유동배출계수와그관련불확실성틀을

9 개의 MARVIKEN임계유동실험의평가계산을통하여 아임계유동과 이상

임계유동에대해서 구하였다. 실험장치의 계산모사모델은노달리제이션과

계산시간간격에대한 여러 민감도분석을통하여결정하였다. 코드의 평가

결과는 RELAP5IMOD3가아임계유통은크게，이상임계유동은작게예측함

을보이고있다. 이러한결과에근거하여，임계유통모델의관련불확실성을

반복적인 방법으로정량화하였다. 실제적인 배출계수는아임계유통에대해

서는 0.89 이상임계유동에 대해서는 1.07, 그리고 관련 표준편차는 각각

0.03491 과 0.1189 이였다. 본연구를통하여 얻어진 결과는대형냉각재상설

사고시나리오의 실제적인 응답과 버상노심냉각계통의 성능계산에 적용할

수있다.



Abstract

The uncertainty in the critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 is
quantified by the direct comparison to the experimental data. ’The
realistic critical flow discharge coefficients and the associated
uncertainties are determined for the subcooled critical flow and the
two-phase critical flow by assessments of nine MARVIKEN Critical
Flow Tests(CFf). The simulation modε1 for the test facility is
determined from the various sensitivity studies on the nodalization 뻐d

the time step size. The code assessment results show that
RELAP5/MOD3 overpredicts the subcooled critical flow and
underpredicts the two-phase critical flow. Base on these results, the
uncertainty associated with critical flow model is quantified by an
iterative method. The realistic discharge coefficients are determined to
be 0.89 for the subcooled critical flow and 1.07 for the two-phase
critical flow, and the associated standard deviations are 0.03491 and
0.1189, respectively. The results obtained from this study can be
applied to the calculation of the realistic response of LBLOCA(Large
Break Loss of Coolant Accident) scenario and to evaluate the realistic
ECCS(Emergency Core Cooling System) performance.
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2. Introduction

2.1 The Role of Critical Flow Model in LBLOCA Analysis

In a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis of Light Water
Reactor(LWR), the accurate prediction of break flow through a break
location during blowdown phase is very important in evaluating the
remaining coolant inventory. The coolant inventory has a first-order
influence on the LOCA sequence[l]. In the analyses of hypothetical
Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA), the break flow is
calculated by a critical flow model. During LOCA blowdown phase,
the system pressure and liquid inventory are sσongly affected by the
critical flow model‘ ’The high pressure safety injecton(HPSI) flow rate
and pressurizer low-low level are also affected by the c더tical flow
model. Also, the total energy release rate through the break is affected
directly by the critical flow model. ’Thus, the effective cooling rate of
Reactor Coolant System(RCS) is affected by the critical flow model. If
the code over-predicts(under-predicts) the break flow rate it will
increase(decrease) the energy leak rate from RCS. The influence of
critical flow model on the peak cladding temperature can be verified
through the system integral effect test. Because the best-estimate
discharge coefficients for the critical flow model are not predefined in
the LOCA analysis. The break spectrum analysis for a range of
possible discharge coefficients is performed to determine the peak
cladding temperature. Therefore, the break area spectrum뻐alysis for a
various break size should be performed using BE discharge coefficient
in the BE methodology. The role of the critical flow model to thermal
hydraulic system in LBLOCA analysis can be summarized as follows:

(a) providing the boundary condition for RCS as choked flow.
(b) governing the total mass inventory in the system.
(c) governing the containment back pressure.
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2.2 The Necessity of Realistic Estimation of Break Flow

_The LBLOCA rule was revised by USNRC in 1988. The best
esitimate(BE) analysis plus uncertainty concept was newly introduced
in this revised rule(Ref. lOCFR50.46). In BE methodology, the model
applicability and it’s uncertainties are should be quantified. The
uncertainty of break flow model should be evaluated and shown to be
capable ofproviding BE discharge rates (Reg. Guide 1.157). Therefore,
the best-estimated discharge coefficients should be needed to provide
the best-estimated break discharge flow.

The uncertainty(bias and standard deviation) of the RELAP5IMOD3
critical flow model is quantified for the single phase and the two-phase
critical flow model respectively using nine-MARVIKEN tests. For the
separate effect test of critical flow model, the simplified evaluation
model is adopted to minimize the effects of other analytic model in the
code. A simplified nodalization and boundary conditions were adopted
for this assessment.

The uncertainty of critical flow model with respect to the LBLOCA
blowdown thermal-hydraulics is performed as a part of the activities of
the project "Development of LBLOCA KAERI-REM(Realistic
Evaluation Model)" for developing the realistic code.

2.3 RELAP5IMOD3 Critical Flow Model

From the International Code Assessment and Application Program
(leAP), several modeling deficiencies in the critical flow model of
RELAP5IMOD2 were identified. These were the unrealistic spikes in
the steam discharge choked flow of the test llTII , the unrealistic effects
of discharge coefficients in the region of subcooled critical flow(non
line따ity effect on the discharge coefficient), and the discontinuity of
critical mass flow rate in the transition region.[2] These deficiencies
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have been modified in RELAP5IMOD3.
In RELAP5 critical flow model, the subcooled critical flow is

(fomputed by the Bernoulli equation using the difference between the
upstream pressure and the vaporization pressure at the throat. The
vaporization pressure at the throat is obtained from the Alamgir
Lie따lard-Jones correlation[6]. The criteria for two-phase flow is based
on thermal non-equilibrium and allows interphase slip at the choked
location(non-homogeneous). In RELAP5IMOD2, the flow regions
were divided into three regions according to the equilibrium quality of
the upsσearn volume. In RELAP5IMOD3, however, the flow regions
are characterized by junction void fraction ag at the break junction. Also
several changes were made to the routines that handle the transition
region between the subcooled cri디cal flow and the two-phase c디tical

flow.

3. Test Descriptions

3.1 Facility Descriptions

Marviken test is a simplified critical flow test with both subcooled and
saturated liquid. 깐Ie facility, shown in Fig.l , consists of three major
components; a pressurized vessel, a discharge pipe, and a test nozzle.
The fluid is discharged from a nearly full sized vessel.with respect to
reactor vessel of nuclear plant through a large diameter discharge pipe
that supplied the flow to the test nozzle. As shown in Fig.2, the
pressurized vessel has an inside diameter of 5.22 meters and a height of
24.55 meters from the vessel bottom to the top-cupola. The net
available internal volume is 425 m3

• The maximum design temperature
is 272°C. The nominal initial saturation pressure at steam dome is
about 5 MPa[7]. The degree of subcooling at the bottom of the
pressurized vessel ranges from 2 °C to 38°C. The initial water level in
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the pressurized vessel is about 17-18 meter. As shown in Fig. 3, the
discharge pipe has a dimension of 0.752 meter in diameter and 6.3
~eter in length. Fig.4 shows the nozzle geoIDεtry. The diameter of
nozzle ranges from 0.2 meter to 0.509 meter and length-to-diameter(UD)
ratio ranges from 0.33 to 3.7. The test nozzle has a rounded inlet,
having a radius of curvature equal to the nozzle radius, followed
tangentially by a cylindrical section. The nozzle outlet is equipped
with an assembly containing two rupture discs installed in carrier rings,
held in position by a ring fastner.

3.2 Assessment Matrices

To assess the critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3, nine Critical
Flow Tests(CFI‘) are simulated. Selected tests are characterized by
high initial subcooling degree, high length-to-diameter ratio (UD) and
the nozzle diameter larger than 0.5 meter. The ini디al and discharge
conditions of CFfs are summarized in Table 1. The phase transition
time is affected by the initial subcooling degree at the vessel bottom.
Therefore the data group of high subcooling degree, to assess the
subcooled critical flow model for the long period, was selected. Also,
to minimize the scale effects, the data group of large nozzle diameter
was selected. In Marviken tests, the effect of nozzle length-to-diameter
ratio on the critical mass flux under subcooled stagnation conditions
diminishes for nozzle length-to-diameter ratios larger than
approximately 1.5. Further increase in length does not reduce the mass
flux appreciably. Also, the effect of nozzle length on the critical mass
flux under saturated stagnation conditions shows that the mass fluxes
decrease with increasing length, but the variations are within the
specified experimental error limits[8]. Therefore, the data group of 1.5
<11D<3.6 was selected to minimize the effect of nozzle length-to-diameter
rano.
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3.3 Test Procedures

To determine the best estimated discharge coefficients, trial-and-eπor

method was applied. The statistical method was adopted to quantify the
predictability between the calculated result and the experimental data.
The predictability is defined by equation (4). The quantification
procedures are as follow.

Step 1. set discharge coe짧cients for subcooled and two-phase
choked flow.

Step 2. quantify the predictability of mass flow rate between the
calculated results and the experimental data.

Step 3. replace discharge coefficient with new values obtained by
multiplying the predictability and the coefficient at the
preVIous step.

Step 4. repeat step 2 and step 3 until the predictability becomes
nearly one.

Step 5. calculate the standard deviation of predictability.
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Table 1. Summary of initial and discharge conditions at vessel bottom

Nozzle dia. ,(lUenDgth d Ini디al Ste따n DsuebgcIoEoelofaspect ratio(UD) . steam dome mg Initial Test
Test dome saturation at the lower water period
I.D.

D I L I un p(MrePssau)re temp. vessel level (Sec)

(mm)1 (mm) (C) (C) 떼t

3 509 1589 3.1 5.02 264 15-22 17.06 42

4 509 1589 3.1 4.94 264 37 17.59 49

8 509 1589 3.1 4.95 263 35 17.51 49

11 509 1589 3.1 4.97 264 35 17.63 48

15 5애 1809 3.6 5.04 264 31 19.93 55

16 500 1809 3.6 5.0 264 33 17.63 49

21 500 730 1.5 4.94 263 33 19.95 60

22 500 730 1.5 4.93 263 52 19.64 48

27 500 730 1.5 4.91 263 33 19.82 59

3.4 Data Uncertainties

In this study, the calculated mass flow rates are compared with the
experimental data to quantify the discharge coefficients. The measured
pressures and temperatures at vessel bottom are fed as discharge
boundary conditions to the time dependent volume. Thus, the
assessment errors which propagates from the initial and boundary
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conditions are bounded by the experimental eπor.
The experimental errors are as follows. The total maximum error in

the mass flow rates is +15 %. The total maximum error in the
tεmperaturemeasurement is 1%<± 2°C). ’The error limit for the pressure
measurement is +1.8%<:t 90 KPa) [7].

4. Analysis Methods and Models

In RELAP5IMOD3 , the choking flow is categorized into three cases
with the criteria based on the break junction void fraction ago πlese

choking criteria are applied in this study. The three choking flows are
defined as follows.

<Xg < 1.0 E-0.5
I.E-0.5 < <Xg 드 0.1
<X >0.1g

: Subcooled choking flow
: Transient choking flow
: Two-phase choking flow

U
n
커

/l

FL

/l

’The predictability of calculated mass flow rate is defined as shown in
equation (4). 까le predictability of 1 means that the bias between the
calculated and the measured mass flow rate is zero. The results from 9
Marviken test simulations are used to determine the best fitted discharge
coe많dents to apply to the code.

p - 1 F M(j)IIl i

l-Rf=1 M따; (4)

Where N is the total number of data for each flow regime
M is mass flow rate
i refers to subcooled and two-phase choking flow
c refers to calculation

m refers to experimental data
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~.1 Nodalization of Test Facility

A time dependent volume(TMDPVOL) component was used to
represent the pressure vessel, with the discharge inlet conditions at
vessel bottom are determined from the experimental data. This model
gives the minimum disturbance of water properties in the downsσearn

node of the vessel. The containment was also represented by a
’TMDPVOL∞mponent. The discharge pipe between the vessel and the
nozzle was represented by a PIPE component with six cells. The nozzle
was represented by a PIPE component with 2 cells. Fig. 5 shows the
nodalization diagram. Also, nozzle was modeled by a single junction
component to suppress the effects of nozzle aspect ra인o(UD).

4.2 Boundary Conditions

For the subcooled critical flow, the measured pressure(OOlMI04,
00lMI06) and the temperature(OOlM402, 00lM52 l) at the vessel
bottom were used as the boundary conditions of ’fMDPVOL. After the
fluid condition at the vessel bottom reached near saturation, the
boundary conditions were replaced with saturated conditions for the
two-phase critical flow. ’The pressure (OOlMI04, 00l.MI06) and the
fluid quality at the vessel bottom were fed as the discharge pipe inlet
conditions. Although the fluid condition at the vessel bottom did not
reach saturation, the pattern of the
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Fig. 5 Noda1ization diagram of Marviken facility for RELAP5

subcooling reached a plateau without decreasing or increasing, and this
was treated as a saturation. To minimize the disturbance of choking
location near the break node, the choking option was applied only at the
nozzle outlet junction. Allowing only one choking option at the nozzle
outlet junction gave good stable choked flow without the unphysical
oscillation. The smooth area change option was applied to the nozzle
outlet junction. The transition from subcooled choking to two-phase
choking flow, as described above, was determined on the basis of the
subcooling degree at the vessel bottom. The transition critical flow was
not considered in the input. The σansition critical flow is governed by
the subcooled and the two-phase discharge coefficients. The transition
discharge coefficient was not quantified. In RELAP5, however, the
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transition critical flow rate is calculated by linear interpolation between
subcooled and two-phase critical flow.

5. Results and Discussions

5.1 Sensitivity Studies

5.1.1 Time Step Sensitivity Study

For the sensitivity study on the time step study, CFI‘21 was calculated
using several different time steps. The selected maximum time steps
were 0.001 , 0.1 , 0.2 and 0.5 seconds. Fig. 6 and Fig.? shows the
C더tical mass flow rates and the junction void fractions with variation of
the maximum time steps. The resulting mass flow rates and the
junction void fractions for the selected time steps coincide well with
each other. In the simplified discharge conditions, the effects of time
step change are negligibly small.

5.1.2 Discharge Pipe Nodalization Sensitivity Study

For the simulation of discharge pipe nodalization sensitivity study, the
discharge pipe was modeled by a pipe component with number of cells
ranging from 2 to 9. The discharge area was represented by a single
junction component but the nozzle was not modeled in this
nodalization. As shown in Fig.8, the subcooled critical mass flow rates
are little affected by the number of cells of discharge pipe, but, there
are small differences in the two-phase critical mass flow rates. Also, as
shown in Fig.9, the junction void fraction is little affected by the
number of cells of the discharge pipe. 까le upsσearn condition of
choking plane is not sensitive to the number of cells. Thus, the 6 cell
nodes was adopted for the discharge pipe.
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5.1.3 Nozzle NodaIization Sensitivity Study

For the simulation of nozzle nodalization sensitivity study, the nozzle
was modeled by a pipe component with number of cells ranging from 1
to 6. The discharge area was represented by a single junction
component. As shown in Fig. 10, the subcooled critical mass flow
rates are little affected by the number of cells of the nozzle. The
two-phase critical flow rates are nearly the same for all cases except the
single-cell case. These trends are also seen in Fig.ll. The void
fractions in the two-phase critical flow regime increased with number of
cells of nozzle. 2 cell nodes was adopted for the nozzle.

5.2 Best Estimated Discharge Coefficients

5.2.1 Without Nozzle Modeling

The discharge area was modeled by a SINGLE JUNCTION
component but the nozzle was not explicitly modeled in the
nodalization. In 삼ris simulation, the nozzle effects are not considered
absolutely, but only the nozzle area is considered by a single junction
area. The results are shown in Fig.12 for the subcooled choking flow
and shown in Fig.13 for the two-phase choking flow. As shown in
Fig.12 and Fig.13, the calculated critical mass flow rates are in fairly
good agreement with the experimental data when a value of 0.82115 for
the subcooled choking flow and 1.1485 for the two-phase choking flow
are applied. The discharge coefficients and standard deviations are
summarized in Table 2. The resulting best estimated discharge
coefficients indicates that the subcooled choking model of
RELAP5IMOD3 over-predicts the break flow rate by about 18% while
it under-predicts the two-phase critical flow model by about 15%
without the nozzle modeling. In the case without the nozzle modeling,
the subcooled discharge coefficients are much lower than the case the
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with nozzle.

Table 2 Discharge coefficients and standard deviations for without nozzle

Cn1o-1wOTh「r‘e‘’ee~iJ、n‘e~~-v、'ari‘-~a-J-b~Ie-s- Discharge Coefficient Standard Deviation

Subcooled 0.82115 7.492 E-2

Twc• phase 1.14854 8.843 E-2

5.2.2 With Nozzle Modeling

The nozzlε discharge area was modeled by a SINGLE JUNCTION
component, and nozzle was modeled by a PIPE component. In this
simulation, the discharge nozzle effects are considered by a nozzle
aspect ratio(μD). ’The results are shown in Fig.14 for the subcooled
choking flow and shown in Fig.15 for the two-phase choking flow. As
shown in Fig.I4 and Fig.I5, the calculated critical mass flow rates are
in fairly good agreement with the experimental data by a value of 0.89
for the subcooled choking flow and a value of 1.07 for the two-phase
choking flow are applied. The discharge coefficients and standard
deviations are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Discharge coefficients and standard deviations for without nozzle

Cn-bhwm;k「iIn‘egg~i、m~e‘~v、-a-~d-~‘-삐-~-g-←s Discharge Coefficient Standard Deviation

Subcooled 0.89 3.491 E-2

Two-phase 1.07 1.189E-l
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6. Conclusions

The uncertainty of RELAP5IMOD3 critical flow model are quantified
by the statistical method using Marviken 9 eFTs data. The best fitted
discharge coefficients and the standard deviations for the subcooled and
the two-phase critical flow are detennined. After assessmen~ following
results are obtained.

(l) The subcooled critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 overpredicts
the break flow by about 12-18%. When the nozzle is included in the
system modeling, the best-estimate discharge coefficient for subcooled
critical flow is 0.89, and the associated standard deviation is 0.0349.
When the nozzle is excluded in the system modeling, but modelled as a
single junction, the best-estimated discharge coefficient is 0.82115 and
associated standard deviation is 0.07492.

(2) The two-phase critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 generally
under prediαs the critical mass flow rate by about 7....15%. When the
nozzle is included in the system modeling, the best-estimate discharge
coefficient for the two-phase critical flow is 1.07, and associated
standard deviation is 0.1189. When the nozzle is excluded in the
system modeling, but modelled as a single junction component, the
best-estimated discharge coefficient is 1.14854, and a.ss~ciated standard
deviation is 0.08843.

(3) 깐Ie critical mass flow rates are little affected by the number of cells
of the upsσ'earn volume. When the nozzle is modeled by a pipe
component, 2 cells are sufficient for the nodalization.
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Abstract

The uncertainty in the critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 is
quantified by the direct comparison to the experimental data. The realistic
critical flow discharge coefficients and the associated uncertainties are
determined for the subcooled critical flow and the two-phase critical flow by
assessments of nine MARVIKEN Critical Flow Tests(CFI‘). The simulation
model for the test facility is determined from the various sensitivity studies
on the nodalization and the time step size. ’The code assessment results show
that RELAP5IMOD3 overpredicts the subcooled critical flow and
underpredicts the two-phase critical flow. Base on these results, the
uncertainty associated with cn디cal flow model is quantified by an iterative
method. The realistic discharge coefficients are determined to be 0.89 for
the subcooled critical flow and 1.07 for the two-phase critical flow , and the
associated standard deviations are 0.03491 and 0.1189 respectively. The
results obtained from this study can be applied to calculate the realistic
response of LBLOCA(Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident) scenario and
to evaluate the realistic ECCS(Emergency Core Cooling System)
performance.
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2. Introduction

2.1 The Role of Critical Flow Model in LBLOCA Analysis

In a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis of Light Water
Reactor(LWR), the accurate prediction of break flow through a break
location during blowdown phase is very important in evaluating the
remaining coolant inventory. The coolant inventory has a first-order
influence on the LOCA sequence[l]. In the analyses of hypothetical Large
Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA), the break flow is calculated by
a critical flow model. During LOCA blowdown phase, the system pressure
and liquid inventory are strongly affected by the critical flow model. The
high pressure safety injecton(HPSI) flow rate and pressurizer low-low level
are also affected by the critical flow model. Also, the total energy release
rate through the break is affected directly by the critical flow model. Thus,
the effective cooling rate of Reactor Coolant System(RCS) is affected by the
cn디cal flow model. If the code over-predicts(under-predicts) the break flow
rate it will increase(decrease) the energy leak rate from RCS. The influence
of critical flow model on the peak cladding temperature can be verified
through the system integral effect test. Because the best-estimate discharge
coefficients for the critical flow model are not predefined in the LOCA
analysis. The break spectrum 때alysis for a range of possible discharge
coefficients is performed to determine the peak cladding temperature.
Therefore, the break area specσurn analysis for a various break size should
be performed using BE discharge coefficient in the BE methodology. The
role of the critical flow model to thermal-hydraulic system in LBLOCA
analysis can be summarized as follows:

(a) providing the boundary condition for RCS as choked flow.
(b) governing the total mass inventory in the system.
(c) governing the containment back pressure.
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2.2 The Necessity of Realistic Estimation of Break Flow

The LBLOCA rule was revised by USNRC in 1988. The best
esitimate(BE) analysis plus uncertainty concept was newly introduced in this
revised rule(Ref. IOCFR50.46). In BE methodology, the model applicability
andit’s uncertainties are should be quantified. ’The uncertainty of break flow
model should be evaluated and shown to be capable of providing BE
discharge rates (Reg. Guide 1.157). Therefore, the best-estimated discharge
coefficients should be needed to provide the best-estimated break discharge
flow.

The uncertainty(bias and standard deviation) of the RELAP5IMOD3
critical flow model is quantified for the single phase and the two-phase
critical flow model respectively using nine-MARVIKEN tests. For the
separate effect test of critical flow model, the simplified evaluation model is
adopted to minimize the effects of other analytic model in the code. A
simplified nodalization and boundary conditions were adopted for this
assessment.

The uncertainty of critical flow model with respect to thε LBLOCA
blowdown thermal-hydraulics is performed as a p따t of the activities of the
project "Development of LBLOCA KAERI-REM(Realistic Evaluation
Model)" for developing the realistic code.

2.3 RELAPSIMOD3 Critical Flow Model

From the International Code Assessment and Application Program
(ICAP), several modeling deficiencies in the critical flow model of
RELAP51M0D2 were identified. These were the unrealistic spikes in the
steam discharge choked flow of the test JIT11 , the unrealistic effects of
discharge coefficients in the region of subcooled critical flow(non-linearity
effect on the discharge coefficient), and the discontinuity of critical mass
flow rate in the σansition region.[2] These deficiencies have been modified
in RELAP5세10D3.

In RELAP5 critical flow model, the subcooled critical flow is
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computed by the- Bernoulli equation using the difference between the
upstream pressure and the vaporization pressure at the throat. The
vaponza미on pressure at the throat is obtained from the Alamgir-Lienhard
Jones correlation[6]. The criteria for two-phase flow is based on thermal
non-equilibrium and allows interphase slip at the choked location(non
homogeneous). In RELAP5IMOD2, the flow regions were divided into
three regions according to the equilibrium quality of the upsσearn volume.
In RELAP5IMOD3, however, the flow regions are characterized by junction
void fraction a.g at the break junction. Also several changes were made to
the routines that handle the σansition region between the subcooled critical
flow and the two-phase critical flow.

3. Test Descriptions

3.1 Facility Descriptions

Marviken test is a simplified critical flow test with both subc。이ed and
saturated liquid. The facility, shown in Fig.l , consists of three major
components; a pressurized vessel, a discharge pipe, and a test nozzle. The
fluid is discharged from a nearly full sized vessel with respect to reactor
vessel of nuclear plant through a large diameter discharge pipe that supplied
the flow to the test nozzle. As shown in Fig.2, the pressurized vessel has an
inside diameter of 5.22 meters and a height of 24.55 meters from the vessel
bottom to the top-cupola. The net available internal volume is 425 m3

• The
maximum design temperature is 272 aC. The nominal initial saturation
pressure at steam dome is about 5 MPa[7]. πIe degree of subcooling at the
bottom of the pressurized vessel ranges from 2 °c to 38 aC. The initial water
level in the pressurized vessel is about 17-18 meter. As shown in Fig. 3, the
discharge pipe has a dimension of 0.752 meter in diameter and 6.3 meter in
length. Fig.4 shows the nozzle geometry. The diameter of nozzle ranges
from 0.2 meter to 0.509 meter and length-to-diameter(L/D) ratio ranges from
0.33 to 3.7. The test nozzle has a rounded inlet, having a radius of curvature
equal to the nozzle radius, followed tangentially by a cylindrical section.
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The nozzle outlet is equipped with an assembly containing two rupture discs
installed in carrier rings, held in posi디on by a ring fastner.

3.2 Assessment Matrices

To assess the critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3, nine Critical
Flow Tests(CFf) are simulated. Selected tests are characterized by high
initial subcooling degree, high length-to-diameter ratio (LID) and the nozzle
diameter larger than 0.5 meter. ’The initial and discharge conditions of CFI’s
are summarized in Table 1. The phase transition time is affected by the
i띠tia1 subcooling degree at the vessel bottom. Therefore the data group of
high subcooling degree, to assess the subcooled critical flow model for the
long period, was selected. Also, to minimize the scale effects, the data
group of large nozzle diameter was selected. In Marviken tests, the effect of
nozzle length-to-diameter ratio on the critical mass flux under subcooled
stagnation conditions diminishes for nozzle length-to-diameter ratios larger
than approximately 1.5. Further increase in length does not reduce the mass
flux appreciably. Also, the effect of nozzle length on the critical mass flux
under saturated stagnation conditions shows that the mass fluxes decrease
with increasing length, but the variations are within the specified
experimental error limits[8]. Therefore, the data group of 1.5 <UD<3.6 was
selected to minimize the effect of nozzle length-to-diameter ratio.

3.3 Test Procedures

To determine the best estimated discharge coefficients, σia1-and-eπor

method was applied. The statistical method was adopted to quantify the
predictability between the calculated result and the experimental data. The
predictability is defined by equation (4). The quantifica디on procedures are
as follow.

Step 1. set discharge coefficients for subcooled and two-phase choked flow.
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Step 2. quan디fy the predictability of mass flow rate between the calculated
results and the experimental data.

Step 3. replace discharge coe한icient with new values obtained by
multiplying the predictability and the coefficient at the previous step

Step 4. repeat step 2 and step 3 until the predictability becomes nearly one.
Step 5. calculate the standard deviation of predictability.

Table 1. Summary of initial and discharge conditions at vessel bottom

NozzIc dia.,(IIeJnDgth & Ini디al Steam Degree of
aspect ratio(UD) . steam dome subcooling Initial Test

Test dome saturatIon at the lower water period
1D.

D I L I un pressure temp. vessel level (Sec)

(mm)1 (mm) (MPa) (C) (C) 때

3 509 1589 3.1 5.02 264 15-22 17.06 42

4 509 1589 3.1 4.94 264 37 17.59 49

8 509 1589 3.1 4.95 263 35 17.51 49

11 509 1589 3.1 4.97 264 35 17.63 48

15 500 1809 3.6 5.04 264 31 19.93 55

16 500 1809 3.6 5.0 264 33 17.63 49

21 500 730 1‘ 5 4.94 263 33 19.95 60

22 500 730 1.5 4.93 263 52 19.64 48

27 500 730 1.5 4.91 263 33 19.82 59
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3.4 Data Uncertainties

In this study, the calculated mass flow rates are compared with the
experimental data to quantify the discharge coefficients. The measured
pressures and temperatures at vessel bottom are fed as discharge boundary
conditions to the time dependent volume. ’Thus, the assessment errors which
propagates from the initial and boundary conditions are bounded by the
experimental error.

The experimental errors are as follows. The total maximum error in
the mass flow rates is +15 0/0. ’The total maximum error in the temperature
measurement is 1%(+ 2°C). The error limit for the pressure measurement is
+1.8%li 90 KPa) [7].

4. Analysis Methods and Models

In RELAP5/MOD3, the choking flow is categorized into three cases
with the criteria based on the break junction void fraction αg' ’These choking
criteria are applied in this study. The three choking flows are defined as
follows.

nv
드

5

g

J
gi

I

<

l

m
5

α

<-4

>

@

L
Q

: Subcooled choking flow
: Transient choking flow
: Two-phase choking flow

(1)
(2)

(3)

The predictability of calculated mass flow rate is defined as shown in
equation (4). The predictability of 1 means that the bias between the
calculated and the measured mass flow rate is zero. The results from 9
Marviken test simulations are used to determine the best fitted discharge
coefficients to apply to the code.

p -4 윗 판}보，i
I - N f=1 M(j)c,i

(4)
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Where N is the total number of data for each flow regime
M is mass flow rate
i refers to subcooled and two-phase choking flow
c refers to calculation

m refers to experimental data

4.1 Nodalization of Test Facility

A time dependent volume(TMDPVOL) component was used to
represent the pressure vessel, with the discharge inlet conditions at vessel
bottom are determined from the experimental data. This model gives the
minimum disturbance of water properties in the downstream node of the
vessel. The containment was also represented by a TMDPVOL component.
’The discharge pipe between the vessel and the nozzle was represented by a
PIPE component with six cells. The nozzle was represented by a PIPE
component with 2 cells. Fig. 5 shows the nodalization diagram. Also,
nozzle was modeled by a single junction component to suppress the effects
ofno강Ie aspectra다o(UD).

4.2 Boundary Conditions

For the subcooled critical flow , the measured pressure(OOlMI04,
00lMI06) and the temperature(OOlM402, 00lM521) at the vessel bottom
were used as the boundary conditions of TMDPVOL. After the fluid
condition at the vessel bottom reached near saturation, the boundary
conditions were replaced with saturated conditions for the two-phase critical
flow. The pressure (OOlMI04, 00lMI06) and the fluid quality at the vessel
bottom were fed as the discharge pipe inlet conditions. Although the fluid
condition at the vessel bottom did not reach saturation, the pattern of the
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Fig. 5 Nodalization diagram of Marviken facility for RELAP5

subcooling reached a plateau without decreasing or increasing, and this was
σeated as a saturation. To minimize the disturbance of choking location near
the break node, the choking option was applied only at the nozzle outlet
junction. Allowing only one choking option at the nozzle outlet junction
gave good stable choked flow without the unphysical oscillation. The
smooth area change option was applied to the nozzle outlet junction. The
transition from subcooled choking to two-phase choking flow, as described
above, was determined on the basis of the subcooling degree at the vessel
bottom. The σansition critical flow was not considered in the input. ’The
transition critical flow is governed by the subcooled and the two-phase
discharge coefficients. The transition discharge coefficient was not
quantified. In RELAP5, however, the transition critical flow rate is
calculated by linear interpolation between subcooled and two-phase critical
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flow.

5. Results and Discussions

5.1 Sensitivity Studies

5.1.1 Time Step Sensitivity Study

For the sensitivity study on the time step study, CFT21 was calculated
using several different time steps. The selected maximum time steps were
0.001 , 0.1 , 0.2 and 0.5 seconds. Fig. 6 and Fig.? shows the critical mass
flow rates and the junction void fractions with variation of the maximunl
time steps. πIe resulting mass flow rates and the junction void fractions for
the selected time steps coincide well with each other. In the simplified
discharge conditions, the effects of time step change are negligibly small.

5.1.2 Discharge Pipe Nodalization Sensitivity Study

For the simulation of discharge pipe nodalization sensitivity study, the
discharge pipe was modeled by a pipe component with number of cells
ranging from 2 to 9. ’The discharge area was represented by a single junction
component but the nozzle was not modeled in this nodaIization. As shown
in Fig.8, the subcooled critical mass flow rates are little affected by the
number of cells of discharge pipe, but, there are small differences in the
two-phase critical mass flow rates. Also, as shown in Fig.9, the junction
void fraction is little affected by the number of cells of the discharge pipe.
The upstream condition of choking plane is not sensitive to the number of
cells. Thus, the 6 cell nodes was adopted for the discharge pipe.
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Timc stcp scnsitivity study (with nozzlc) Ill!" CFT21
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Fig.6 Nozzle mass flow rate for time step sensitivity study
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Time step sensitivily sludy (with noιzk) for C l--T21
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Discharge pipe noding sensitivity study for CI--.21
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5.1.3 Nozzle Nodalization Sensitivity Study

For the simulation of nozzle nodalization sensitivity study, the nozzle
was modeled by a pipe component with number of cells ranging from 1 to 6.
The discharge area was represented by a single junction component. As
shown in Fig. 10, the subcooled critical mass flow rates are little affected by
the number of cells of the nozzle. ’The two-phase critical flow rates are
nearly the same for all cases except the single-cell case. These trends are
also seen in Fig.Il. The void fractions in the two-phase c디tical flow regime
increased with number of cells of nozzle. 2 cell nodes was adopted for the
nozzle.

5.2 Best Estimated Discharge Coefficients

5.2.1 Without Nozzle Modeling

The discharge area was modeled by a SINGLE JUNCTION
component but the nozzle was not explicitly modeled in the nodalization. In
this simulation, the nozzle effects are not considered absolutely, but only the
nozzle area is considered by a single junction area. The results are shown
in Fig.12 for the subcooled choking flow and shown in Fig.13 for the
two-phase choking flow. As shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13, the calculated
critical mass flow rates are in fairly good agreement with the experimental
data when a value of 0.82115 for the subcooled choking flow and 1.1485 for
the two-phase choking flow are applied. The discharge coefficients and
standard deviations are summarized in Table 2. The resulting best estimated
discharge coefficients indicates that the subcooled choking model of
RELAP5IMOD3 over-predicts the break flow rate by about 18% while it
under-predicts the two-phase critical flow model by about 15% without the
nozzle modeling. In the case without the nozzle modeling, the subcooled
discharge coefficients are much lower than the case the with nozzle.
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Mar년ken Critic와 flow tests
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Table 2 Discharge coefficients and standard deviations for without nozzle

Cn-o-hw야-「mr‘egg~l、m“e~」V、따-‘i-~a-b-“]않--- Discharge Coefficient Standard Deviation

Subcooled 0.82115 7.492 E-2

Two-phase 1.14854 8.843 E-2

5.2.2 With Nozzle Modeling

The nozzle discharge area was modeled by a SINGLE JUNCTION
component, and nozzle was modeled by a PIPE component. In this
simulation, the discharge nozzle effects are considered by a nozzle aspect
ra디o(UD). ’The results are shown in Fig.14 for the subcooled choking flow
and shown in Fig.IS for the two-phase choking flow. As shown in Fig.14
and Fig.IS , the calculated critical mass flow rates are in fairly good
agreement with the experimental data by a value of 0.89 for the subcooled
choking flow and a value of 1.07 for the two-phase choking flow are applied.
The discharge coefficients and standard deviations are summarized in Table
3.

Table 3 Discharge coefficients and standard deviations for without nozzle

Cnb1-1OW;K•Ie1“ge1iI‘n~e‘~」v‘ a-~d‘j-ib-~d-e-‘ s Discharge Coefficient Standard Deviation

Subcooled 0.89 3.491 E-2

Two-phase 1.07 1.189 E-l
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Mar꺼k하1 Critic뻐 flow te앙S
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6. Conclusions

The uncertainty of RELAP5IMOD3 critical flow model are quantified
by the statistical method using Marviken 9 CFfs data‘ The best fitted
discharge coefficients and the standard deviations for the subco이ed and the
two-phase critical flow are determined. After assessment, following results
are obtained.

(l) The subcooled critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 overpredicts the
break flow by about 12.... 18%. When the nozzle is included in the system
modeling, the best-estimate discharge coefficient for subcooled critical flow
is 0.89, and the associated standard deviation is 0.0349. When the nozzle is
excluded in the system modeling, but modelled as a single junction, the
best-estimated discharge coefficient is 0.82115 and associated standard
deviation is 0.07492.

(2) The two-phase critical flow model of RELAP5IMOD3 generally under
predicts the critical mass flow rate by about 7-15%. When the nozzle is
included in the system modeling, the best-estimate discharge coefficient for
the two-phase critical flow is 1.07, and associated standard deviation is
0.1189. When the nozzle is excluded in the system modeling, but modelled
as a single junction component, the best-estimated discharge coefficient is
1.14854, and associated standard deviation is 0.08843.

(3) ’The critical mass flow rates are little affected by the number of cells of
the upstream volume. When the nozzle is modeled by a pipe component, 2
cells are sufficient for the nodalization.
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coefficients and associated uncertainties are determined for the subcooled critical
flow and two-phase critical flow by assessment of nine-MARVIKEN critical flow
tests(CFf). The realistic discharge coefficients are determined to be 0.89 for the
subcooled critical flow and 1.01 for the two-phase critical flow. and the associated
standard deviations are 0.03491 and 0.1189. repective1y. The results obtained from
this study can be applied to the calculation of the realistic response of LBLOCA
(Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident) scenario and to evaluate the realistic ECCS
(Emergency Core Cooling System) performance.
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